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Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 builds on the functionality of Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. This release has important performance
and scalability improvements that will help you easily scale to large enterprise deployments. Enhancements include: Better search topology

discovery and sharing for faster searches across the enterprise, because your searches are automatically cached and no longer need to be republished
or published explicitly; improved caching and scalability of the Lucene search engine; smarter sharing of content within a search domain; and

reduced overhead for large deployments and collections. These improvements provide the additional security and reliability you need for a high-
performance and reliable search platform. New Features in Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 The most important new feature in Microsoft

Search Server Express 2010 is performance and scalability. Scalability of Search with High-Availability Replication: When Microsoft Search Server
2008 was released, it included the ability to scale to millions of objects and millions of users. This was made possible through a highly-available

replication mechanism that was completely transparent to users. Users didn't even realize that the objects they searched on were replicated across
multiple datacenters. In fact, when a user started searching for a document, the search started, but only one copy of the document was indexed by

Lucene. Because the indexing was on one machine, the search result displayed for the user was limited to the copy of the document on that machine.
This was not a problem if the data in the replicated data was static and infrequently updated, but when the user searched on a very dynamic

application that updated the data and when there were millions of documents, the user saw a problem. The problem was that the application needed
the index information in order to perform its search functionality. The application had to get the document from the index to return a list of

matching documents. However, the index was limited to the machine that was used for replication, so the application couldn't access that index.
Therefore, when the user searched on the application, the result set returned only reflected documents that had been indexed on the machine that the

user started the search on. Users complained about having to search on a slow machine and then receiving poor results. This was a major problem
for the market. If you were a high-performance enterprise search solution provider, you needed to be able to handle millions of users and hundreds

of thousands of documents per day. But the high-availability replication mechanism prevented you from providing this level of service. So in
Microsoft
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Full-featured search platform Flexible search architecture Powerful query language for customization Low resource requirements Easy to deploy
Microsoft Search Server Express Packing the powerful features of Microsoft’s flagship search server, Microsoft Search Server Express is a free
standalone search server. This easy-to-deploy solution is designed to be affordable, easy to set up, and easy to customize. It's perfect for midsize

businesses that need to quickly build their own search solutions. The architecture of Microsoft Search Server Express is designed to be flexible and
scalable for a variety of scenarios. It provides a pluggable architecture for easy customization. This architecture offers a number of options for
developing new search applications and building and deploying new search solutions. Microsoft Search Server Express offers a full, rich set of
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capabilities for creating and managing content and indexing that content in a variety of data stores. This content includes both structured data, such
as RSS feeds and XML, as well as unstructured data, such as emails and files. The power and flexibility of the Power Query language can be used to
query both structured and unstructured data sources. A custom query can be defined and deployed for any type of data source and the results can be

integrated into a Microsoft SharePoint search site. Microsoft Search Server Express also includes a dynamic faceted navigation tool that can be
customized to match the search and navigation requirements of an organization. Dynamic faceted navigation can help you build a simple or complex

navigation structure and embed it into a search page. The Search Server management interface provides a GUI for administration of Microsoft
Search Server Express. It provides a web-based interface for configuring the server, controlling the components on the server, and viewing

performance data. Microsoft Search Server Express is a free and powerful search solution that is easy to set up and customize for any type of
organization. Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express is a free, standalone search server that is compatible

with previous versions of Search Server. This solution is designed for the mid-size business market and includes support for up to 10,000
documents. The server is simple to deploy, easy to manage, and has a low total cost of ownership. Key Macro Features: Includes the powerful, easy-
to-use Power Query language Can perform rich queries over structured and unstructured data sources Custom search solutions can be built quickly

Faceted navigation Powerful, flexible, pluggable architecture Microsoft Search Server Express is a free 77a5ca646e
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Search Server Express 2010 includes a number of new features and enhancements, including enhanced reporting capabilities and a new set of
managed resources. It also provides a completely new search experience with a new presentation tier that includes new results pages and control for
display of search results on web sites. With a simple configuration process and an easy-to-deploy Windows Server 2008 environment, you can
quickly build a production-ready, full-functionality search system with minimal effort. Search Server 2010 Express supports: •Caching and indexing
of various data sources, including CSV, delimited, and other unstructured files, SQL Server databases, and SharePoint sites •Intelligent document
delivery that can automatically deliver content to end users based on the content, context, and queries used to search it •Managing federated sources
to connect with other systems and other data sources •Reporting on the search system as a service, which can display the results of any query and
can update itself dynamically •Support for the Bing Web search engine •Other enhancements for Search Server Express 2010 What's new in Search
Server 2010 Express Search Server Express 2010 includes a number of new features and enhancements, including: • Support for analyzing,
accessing, and displaying of data from a SQL Server or SQL Server Analysis Services database. • A new query parser and query evaluator service
that enables you to write dynamic queries that can perform data analysis, then present the results for use in a variety of forms. • An enhanced results
page that provides new presentation and query-based control for a more relevant search experience. • A new presentation tier that includes the
enhanced results page and search results control. • Ability to create and manage federated queries and results that query data from multiple data
sources. • Support for indexing flat file data from popular CSV and delimited data formats. • Support for Office 2007 file formats (including
Office Open XML) as input to the indexer. • Support for Microsoft SharePoint 2007 and 2010 to make it easy to incorporate search into your
SharePoint environment. • A number of enhancements to SharePoint integration. • Support for XML data sources, including RSS feeds, XML files,
and other XML-based data formats. • Enhanced IIS site services and HTTP session support for use in search. • Support for Windows RemoteFX
virtual network functionality for use with remote server farms and shared resources. • Support for delivering search as a service to web applications
and other network-based services.

What's New in the Microsoft Search Server Express 2010?

Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements
over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization
quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is
free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search
doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express.
Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements
over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization
quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is
free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search
doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express.
Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements
over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization
quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is
free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search
doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express.
Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements
over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization
quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is
free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search
doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express.
Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many enhancements
over its predecessor, Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Search doesn't have to be complicated. You can deliver Search to your organization
quickly and easily for free with Microsoft Search Server 2008 Express. Microsoft Search Server Express 2010 is a standalone search server that is
free to download and easy to deploy. It incorporates many
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System Requirements For Microsoft Search Server Express 2010:

Minimum OS: Windows XP (SP2) Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.0 GHz Memory: 256 MB DirectX: 9.0 Hard Drive: 1 GB Sound Card: Windows
compatible sound card (SoundMAX, SoundMAX 2, Audigy) Additional Notes: 1GB of free space is recommended. Supported Screenshots: 2.10
(Nov. 9, 2012) Mouse & Keyboard Controls: Left Click: Grab
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